Example of a complex design combining 4 types of factors with additional
constraints including the mixture proportion summing to less than 1, i.e. some
component(s) held constant in the blend
The number of each type of design factor:

•
•
•
•

6 mixture
2 continuous
1 nominal (categorical)
1 blocking (limited to 8 trials per day).

The factors and their ranges/levels are:
1. Base
2. Filler
3. X-linker
4. A-Polymer
5. B-Polymer
6. C-Polymer
7. Cure Time
8. Temperature
9. Mixer Brand
10.
Days

0.40 0.55
0.20 0.40
0.01 0.03
0.00 0.30
0.00 0.30
0.00 0.30
15
45
140
160
A
B
1 through 7

How the ranges and levels look entered in the Custom Design platform:

mixture
mixture
mixture
mixture
mixture
mixture
continuous
continuous
nominal
blocking

Additional Constraint: Base + Filler ≤ 0.7
How the constraint looks entered into JMP.

Sum of all mixture components = 0.98 (balance of blend being held constant at 2%)
Where to find the Mixture Sum option – Pull down hot spot menu on Custom Design and choose Advanced Options
> Mixture Sum

Selecting the Mixture Sum option brings up the following dialog:

The reason for two boxes is that the top one is to set the mixture sum when some components are being held constant.
The second box allows one to choose the units of the mixture. For example, if 100 is entered instead of 1, then the
component levels should all be in percentages.
Model in this case is defined to be all 2nd order interactions among all factors except the blocking factor, Days. (Full
48 term model is not shown.)

The design Number of Runs: choice for the Design Generation is shown below. The minimum design size, 48,
would take six days to run if only 8 trials can be run each day and have zero degrees of freedom for estimating model
error. The choice of 56 trials adds one more day but also 8 degrees of freedom for estimating model error. A choice
of 64 would have added another day but would have yielded 16 degrees of freedom for model error estimation.

The first 28 trials of the resulting design are shown prior to data table generation:

Note that the mixture components all sum to 0.98 and that the sum of Filler + Base never exceeds 0.7.

After making the data table and sorting on the Days factor, one can see that each day consists of 8 unique trials.
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